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Prediction of In-situ CBR of Subgrade Cohesive Soils
from Dynamic Cone Penetrometer and Soil Properties
M. M. E. Zumrawi


modulus of subgrade as well as pavement structures. In
Australia in 1956, Scala [3] developed a portable DCP to
evaluate the strength of pavement materials. The Scala
penetrometer was subsequently modified by Harison [4]. The
DCP used in this investigation consists of a steel rod, 16mm
diameter, to which a cone with a 20mm base diameter and a
60°cone angle is attached. The DCP is driven into the soil by
an 8 kg drop hammer sliding on a steel rod, with a fall height
of 575mm. Fig. 1 gives a schematic diagram of the DCP test
on CBR sample. The DCP is used for measuring the material
resistance to penetration in terms of millimeters per blow
while the cone of the device is being driven into the soil.

Abstract—The aim of this paper is to predict the field CBR of
different types of soils. Since CBR can't be easily measured in
the field, prediction of CBR from other simple tests such as
Dynamic Cone Penetrometer (DCP) and soil properties is a
valuable alternative. Various soils have been compacted at
different initial state conditions (i.e. water content and dry
density) then using laboratory and field equipment to enable the
measurement of unsoaked CBR and DCP of these soils. Analysis
of the experimental data indicated that there is a very good
linear relationship of the measured soil strength (i.e. unsoaked
CBR and DCP) with the soil initial state factor as described by
the combination of initial dry density, water content and void
ratio. Comparison of the measured and predicted values of
unsoaked CBR and DCP using the developed equation clearly
indicates the validity of this equation.
Index Terms—Dynamic cone Penetrometer (DCP), in-situ
CBR and the soil initial state factor.

I. INTRODUCTION
The CBR test is the most widespread method of
determining the bearing strength of the pavement materials
and is fundamental to pavement design practice in most
countries. The CBR test can be performed both in the
laboratory and field. It is essential that the standard test
procedure should be strictly followed [1], [2]. The CBR test
may be conducted on remolded or undisturbed soil samples or
on the soil in place. The samples may be tested at their natural
or as molded water content (unsoaked CBR), or they may be
soaked by immersing in water for four days in order to
simulate highly unfavorable moisture conditions of the soil
type. The CBR may be considered as the strength of the soil
relative to that of crushed stone.
The Dynamic Cone Penetrometer (DCP) has been
successfully utilized for estimating the strength of soils. The
DCP was studied mainly in relation to application in
pavement structures and was primarily correlated with
California Bearing Ratio (CBR). Since in-situ CBR testing is
expensive, relatively slow to conduct, and generally not
favoured by highway engineers, DCP, being light and
portable, offers an attractive means for determining in-situ
CBR at a comparative speed and ease of operation.
The DCP is now being used extensively in South Africa,
United Kingdom, United States, Australia, and other
countries because it is simple, economical, and able to
provide a rapid in-situ of strength and more indirectly

Fig. 1. Arrangement for conducting DCP test on CBR mould [5].

Several correlations have been reported between the DCP
and CBR. Livneh [6] compared 21 correlations that were
published in the world technical literature. However, many
researchers have already pointed out the importance local soil
characteristics on the obtained correlation between DCP and
CBR. It was reported that differences in geographic areas
throughout the world lead to changes in the empirical values
obtained [6].

II. PREVIOUS CORRELATIONS
To assess the structural properties of the pavement
subgrade, the DCP values are usually correlated with the CBR
value [6], [7]. Different correlations were suggested between
the DCP in (mm/blow) and CBR values. DCP tests were
conducted on 2,000 samples of pavement materials in
standard moulds directly following CBR determination [7].
Based on his results the following correlation was
recommended:
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Log CBR  2.62  1.27 log ( DCP)

(1)

Based on a field study, the following correlation was
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suggested [8]:

measured strength parameters, CBR and DCP.

Log CBR  2.56  1.15 log ( DCP)

(2)

TABLE II: THE TESTS RESULTS OF COMPACTED SOILS SAMPLES

The correlation between the DCP and the in-situ CBR
values using a wide range of undisturbed and compacted
fine-grained soil samples, with and without saturation was
established [9].
Log CBR  2.2  0.71 log ( DCP) 1.5

(3)

Eq. (4) was suggested for clayey-like soil of DCP > 10
(mm/blow) and Eq. 5 for granular soil of DCP<10 (mm/blow)
[10]:
Log CBR  2.56  1.16 log ( DCP)

(4)

Log CBR  2.70  1.12 log ( DCP)

(5)

For a wide range of granular and cohesive materials, the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers found the relation described in
Eq. (6), [11]; this equation was also adopted by many
researchers, [12].
Log CBR  2.465  1.12 log ( DCP)

Sample

w
%

A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7

14
16
18
20
27
30
17
21
25
37
40
16.7
20.5
23.7
27.6
29.1
32.6
40.0

d
g/cm3
1.389
1.412
1.482
1.578
1.432
1.374
1.344
1.456
1.509
1.355
1.348
1.410
1.470
1.510
1.460
1.430
1.390
1.391

e

Fi

CBR
%

DCP
mm/blow

0.97
0.94
0.85
0.74
0.91
0.99
1.02
0.87
0.80
1.01
1.02
0.95
0.87
0.82
0.88
0.92
0.98
0.98

10.2
9.4
9.7
10.7
5.8
4.6
7.7
8.0
7.5
3.6
3.3
8.9
8.2
7.8
6.0
5.3
4.4
3.6

17.1
15.3
14.9
17.4
2.4
1.1
5.2
4.3
4.5
1.0
0.5
27.0
21.6
20.0
6.9
2.9
1.6
1.0

7.8
9.6
11.9
9.5
24.1
27.1
8.5
9.6
10.9
21.5
26.1
6.0
6.8
7.7
10.0
16.0
22.0
29.0

(6)
TABLE III: SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS RESULTS

The in-situ CBR was determined using the DCP and
material parameters such as grading modulus (GM), plastic
limit (PL) and dry density (DD), [13].
Ln CBR  1.1 Ln DCP  0.85 (GM )
 0.031 ( PL)  .001 ( DD)  7.4

Measured Data
CBR

(7)
DCP

TABLE I: THE INDEX PROPERTIES OF THE SOILS STUDIED
Soil
A
B
C

Gs
2.74
2.72
2.75

LL (%)
41
51
85

PI (%)
18
26
58

CBR / DCP

C (%)
30
50
60

Soil
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C

F0
4.22
2.59
4.16
13.05
10.62
9.13
4.95
3.16
4.39

M
2.45
0.83
5.04
-3.23
-3.33
-4.72
3.38
1.07
8.41

R2
0.81
0.91
0.85
0.96
0.97
0.97
0.91
0.92
0.90

IV. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The use of DCP test and soil properties to predict the field
CBR is preferred because it is simple and inexpensive and it
enables rapid measurements of the in-situ strength of
pavement layers and subgrades. Several correlations
developed between the DCP penetration rates and CBR
values are available in the literature. This paper aims to
develop correlations between in-situ CBR, DCP and soil
properties as described by a new concept, factor of soil initial
state parameters. This factor was developed from easy
measured soil index properties such as water content, dry
density, void ratio, plasticity index and clay content.

III. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
The objective of this study is to establish a relationship
between field CBR, DCP and soil properties for different
types of soils. Three soils of different properties were used as
given in Table I. The samples were prepared with different
water contents and compacted into a standard CBR mould to
different dry densities. To relate CBR and DCP results at the
same water content and density a pair of identical samples
were prepared. The first was subjected directly to the CBR
penetration test as unsoaked CBR and the second was used for
DCP test.
The DCP tests were carried out on the surface of the
samples confined by the conventional CBR mould under the
same surcharge load used in CBR tests. The DCP was directly
placed at the surface in the center of the sample. The DCP test
was started by sliding the hammer and counting the number of
blows to drive the DCP 50mm into the sample and taken as
the reading of DCP.
The tests results are summarized and presented as given in
Table II. These results were analyzed and used to verify the
linear relationship between the soil initial state factor and the

A. The Initial State Factor
The initial state factor of compacted soil was first
developed by Mohamed [14] and then modified by Zumrawi
[15]. The initial state factor (Fi) is defined as a combination of
the soil initial state parameters such as dry density (ρd), water
content (ω) and void ratio (e) and can be expressed thus:
Fi 

d
1

   e

(8)

where: ρ ω is the water density, the void ratio (e) can be
calculated using the following equation:
G
(9)
e  s 1

d
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where: Gs is the specific gravity of soil.

Relationship between the initial state Factor, Fi and the
ratio of CBR to DCP for the three soils tested were shown in
Fig. 4. The plots in this figure and the value of the correlation
coefficient (R2), as given in Table III have clearly indicated
that a direct linear relationship exists between the initial state
factor and the ratio of CBR to DCP for all the data analysed.
Thus, the straight line shown in the plots of Fig. 4 can be
expressed as:

B. The Initial State Factor and Strength Relationship
To investigate the relationship between the initial state
factor, Fi and the soil strength measured by CBR and DCP, the
tests results obtained in this study were analysed. The CBR
tests results and the data analysis as given in Table I were
drawn in Fig. 2. The plots in this figure clearly indicate that a
linear relationship exists between the initial state factor, Fi and
the CBR. Hence, the initial state factor, Fi can be assumed to
be directly proportional to the CBR i.e.
Fi  CBR

CBR

 M  ( Fi  F0 )

(13)

where: F0 is the value of Fi at zero CBR/DCP, M is the
gradient of the straight line.
For the data of CBR / DCP, the relationship of F0 and M, as
given in Table III with plasticity index and clay content was
plotted in Fig. 5. The equations of the best fit are expressed
thus:

(10)

The experimental results and the data analysis of DCP as
given in Table I and indicated in Fig. 3 suggest that an inverse
linear relationship exists between the DCP and the initial state
factor, Fi. Hence, it can be assumed that the DCP is inversely
proportional to the initial state factor, Fi i.e.
1
Fi 
DCP

DCP

F0  0.027 ( PI * C ) 2  0.541 PI * C   5.72

(14)

M  26.51 Log ( PI * C )  8.89

(15)

1

(11)

From the above Eq. (10) and (11) it can be concluded that
the initial state factor, Fi is directly proportional to the ratio of
CBR to DCP. This relationship can be expressed as:
Fi 

CBR
DCP

(12)

Fig. 3. The linear relationship between DCP and initial state factor, Fi for the
tested Soils.

Fig. 2. The linear relationship between CBR and Initial state factor, Fi for the
tested soils.

Fig. 5. Variation of F0 and M with plasticity index and clay content for the
ratio CBR / DCP data.

By substituting the above Eq. (14) and (15) in the general
experiment Eq. (13) and rearranged to express CBR as:
CBR
 [26.51 Log ( PI * C )  8.89]
(16)
DCP
2
1
Fi  0.0269 *( PI * C )  0.541 ( PI * C )  5.72]

Fig. 4. The Linear Relationship between the ratio of CBR / DCP and Initial
state factor, Fi for the tested soils.
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CBR  ( DCP)[ Log ( PI * C ) 26.51  8.89]
Fi  0.0269 2  0.541  5.72]
PI * C
( PI * C )

DCP and soil initial state factor. Comparison between the
measured CBR/DCP values and the calculated results using
the developed equation clearly indicated the reliability of this
equation. Therefore, the DCP can be used to estimate the
in-situ CBR value for the different pavement layers.

(17)

where: Fi : is the initial state factor, DCP is the dynamic cone
penetration (mm/blow), PI: is the plasticity index, C: is the
clay content.
To check the validity of the proposed correlation, the ratio
CBR / DCP values obtained from the proposed Eq. (16) are
compared with the measured CBR / DCP values as given in
Fig. 6. As can be seen from the points are found to fall close to
the line of equality indicating good prediction. Therefore by
using Eq. (17), the DCP can be used to predict the in-situ CBR
value for the different pavement layers and subgrades to the
depth of penetration.
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